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Iam going to look at two cate-
gories of broadheads that you
should consider stocking in your

displays this selling season. First you
have the time-tested, proven best
sellers from several of the top broad-
head companies. Then you combine
that with their fastest growing prod-
ucts that they plan to promote heavi-
ly this year. Both of these categories
serve a good purpose, one for stabili-

ty of sales and the other to keep you
on the cutting edge of the market.

To gather the information for this
article, I called several of the market-
ing and management professionals
from the broadhead industry to learn
which of their heads have a history of
selling well – the top sellers - and
which ones are likely to sell well this
fall – the up-and-comers.

BOB MIZEK
NEW ARCHERY PRODUCTS

“The Thunderhead and the
Spitfire are running neck and neck
right now,” said Bob Mizek. “The
Thunderhead has been around for
23 years. It is a very well recognized
name and represents a great value
in today’s market. I think that is why
people are buying it in the volumes
that they are still, even with all the
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many new products on the market.”  
“You have to keep in mind that

gas has gotten expensive, and some
jobs are slow these days. It makes
sense to many bowhunters to select
a broadhead that represents a great
value. They can buy six Thunder-
heads for the price of three heads of
many other styles and brands.
Simply from the standpoint of
value, the Thunderhead broadhead

will continue to be a strong seller.”
“The Spitfire is an equally strong

seller but for a different reason,” Bob
added. “This head is 13 years old;
plenty old enough to be time-proven
and to gain a following among seri-
ous bowhunters, but it is also a solid
performer that attracts bowhunters
based on the way it flies and the way
it brings down game with its big exit
holes and wide blood trails.”

The Spitfire is a mechanical head
whose blades are held in place
through a friction detent system
rather than with rubber bands. 

“The NAP head with the fastest
growing sales is the HellRazor,” said
Bob Mizek. “It actually has surprised
us. People like the cut to the tip
design and the simplicity of this one-
piece head. Nothing can go wrong
with it. It is one solid piece of steel,
with the blades and ferrule welded
together making it super durable. We
make it out of very hard 440 stainless
steel so it holds a super sharp edge. It
is a wicked looking, straight-flying
one-piece head that is growing in
sales very quickly. We feel it is a
strong complement to the more sta-
ble sales of the Thunderhead and
Spitfire.”

CONNIE SULLIVAN
INNERLOC

“When it comes to tried-and-
true, it is hard to beat the Stainless
Extreme,” said Connie Sullivan of
Innerloc. “That is our biggest seller. It
fits into a trend that is occurring in
broadhead design that is shaping the
industry. Fixed blade heads are
becoming smaller and more com-
pact so they fly better. Because the
blades have less surface area, there is
less for the air pressure to build up
against and these heads don’t wind
plane as much if the bow is not per-
fectly tuned.”  

“The 100 grain Stainless Extreme
was one of the first small heads and it
was almost by accident that we made
it that way. We wanted to make an all-
steel head and the only way we could
do that without making it too heavy,
was to make it smaller. As a result, we
made the ferrule and the blades
shorter. That improved accuracy
even while we made the head

NAP 100
grain
Thunderhead

125 grain
NAP
Spitfire

100 grain 
Innerloc
Stainless
Extreme
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stronger by using solid steel.”
“We have a couple of exciting

new products that are showing the
signs of creating good sales this fall,”
Connie added. “The Carbon Tuner is

a compact three-blade replaceable
blade head that allows the
bowhunter to use an Allen wrench to
turn the threaded stud inside the fer-
rule. This makes it possible to align
the broadhead blades with the fletch-
ing when using carbon arrows in
which the insert is installed using
epoxy.”

“The Falcon is another very com-
pact head with blades that
install from the rear but are
held solidly in place even
when the broadhead is
removed from the arrow. The
head will stay in one-piece no
matter what it hits.”

Look for the Stainless
Extreme to provide solid sales
while the new Carbon Tuner and
Falcon create new sales and give
your customers something new to

look at and talk about.
Being more than just
gimmicks, these new
heads promise to sell
well for years to come.

MARK LAND
MUZZY PRODUCTS

“Without a doubt,
the most popular Muzzy
head is the 100 Grain
Three-Blade even though
Muzzy was started with a
four-blade head and
most of us here at the
plant still shoot the four-
blade,” stated Mark
Land. “The 100 Grain
Three-Blade is time-
proven and has killed lit-
erally thousands of tons
of big game animals over
the years. It also meets
our extremely rigid dura-
bility testing so you know
it will hold up to any-
thing a bowhunter can
dish out while hunting.”

“The fastest growing

product in the line is the MX-3, a
short compact head with limited
blade surface that allows it to fly like
a dart. I think some manufacturers
are producing heads that are too
small, they don’t have enough cutting
diameter to do the optimal amount
of tissue damage on impact. We
made the MX-3 so that it is more
compact and has less blade surface
but it actually has a larger cutting
diameter.”

“Some people might think that
because the blade has a greater angle
it is more likely to chop instead of cut
and that penetration would suffer.
Our testing doesn’t support that line
of thinking. We do not see a measur-
able difference in the penetration
between the 100 Grain Three-Blade
and the MX-3.”

“Another head that is growing
very fast in sales is the Phantom,”
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added Mark Land. “There is a revival
among bowhunters toward the use of
these cut-on-impact heads. They are
becoming more popular every year.
There has been a lot of marketing
effort put into this category of heads
by several companies and it is start-
ing to sway public opinion toward
them. This new breed of cut-on-
impact heads will fly well at high
arrows speeds. Helical fletching is
your best friend and the use of heavy
helical offset fletching and drop-
away rests has really opened up the
selection of broadheads that will
shoot accurately at high arrow
speeds.”

TIM KENT, NICK GIANNETTI
STEEL FORCE

The tried and true broadhead
from Steel Force, the one that garners
the biggest share of sales, is the
Sabertooth. The Sabertooth features
a smooth edge on the forward half of
each main blade and serrations on
the back half. Tim feels that this head
has been such a strong seller because
it was among the first cut-to-the-tip
modern broadheads and thus estab-
lished itself in the marketplace early,
thereby putting it ahead of many oth-
ers in the product life cycle.

“There are also several perfor-
mance and service related reasons
why the Sabertooth is so popular, as
well,” Tim said. “It produces excellent
penetration because it has a long cut-
ting edge and it is very durable with-
out the kind of tip curl that can occur

when some cut-to-the-point broad-
heads meet bone. Both traditional
and compound shooters use the
head because it is rugged, simple and
spins well. However, many who
shoot fast arrows are moving toward
the new PhatHead that Steel Force
introduced in 2007.”

“The PhatHead is the fastest
growing broadhead design at Steel
Force,” added Nick Giannetti. “The
entire reason it is popular is the trend
toward greater arrow speed. Did you
know that an arrow from some of
these hot bows is actually traveling at
25 percent the speed of a .22 long
rifle?  It is amazing. The PhatHead is
ideal for these faster arrows because
it features a short blade and less sur-
face area so it is easier to control
under these conditions.”

“The PhatHead has very thick
blades, tapering to a full .080 inch
thick where they join the ferrule,”
said Tim Kent. “This turns the head
into a wedge or a splitting maul when
it hits bone. We have seen some very
dramatic results on bone hits. The
head splits bone much better than
heads with thinner blades. It spins
very well too.”

“We sent the head to PSE for test-
ing and the PhatHead was holding 6-
inch groups out to 100 yards,” Nick
added.

Looking at the Steel Force line,
the Sabertooth offers something for
the repeat buyer since it is a well-
established head that produces sta-
ble, solid sales. The relatively new
PhatHead will induce new sales from

those interested in trying a cut-
to-the-point head at higher
arrow speeds. In this way, Steel
Force offers a perfect one-two
punch.

GARRET ARMSTRONG
G5 OUTDOORS

G5 has been a hot company
these past several years with the
introduction of several sights,
rests and other accessories.
However, the company got its
start with the Montec and the
Montec is still G5’s bread and
butter.

“The Montec is seven years
old this year and is still number
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one,” said Garret Armstrong. “It
has had the most exposure and
that translates into strong
demand. People like the head
because it is very simple. There
are no parts to worry about com-
ing loose. You simply sharpen the
head and go hunting. 

“The Montec is also unique
in that it is the only stainless steel
head made using a metal flow
molding process that permits us
to hold very tight tolerances. The
head is not machined, it is mold-
ed. It spins great (as long as the
arrow is set up correctly) and
produces excellent accuracy at
higher arrow speeds. These are
all qualities that make it popular
in today’s market where more
people are shooting one-piece broadheads from fast compounds.”

“From a sales standpoint, the
fastest growing head at G5 is the
Striker and Striker Magnum,” offered
Garret. “It gives a replaceable blade
option to the bowhunter looking for
a true cut-to-the-point design. It has
thick blades and a modest cutting
diameter of 1-1/8 inch to produce
durability and good accuracy with-
out wind planing.” 

“The Striker Magnum is a larger
version of the Striker with a 1-1/2
inch cutting diameter. The consumer
can swap back and forth between the
two head styles by simply changing
blades. We originally thought the
Magnum would be a niche product
for turkey hunters and a few deer
hunters who take short shots, but we
have been surprised to see the fast
growth in sales of this product.”

The Montec is well known and
well accepted while the Striker has a

fresh new design and a modern look.
While the Montec has a good sales
history, the Striker is enjoying steady
growth, something that appears like-
ly to continue.

JAY LIECHTY
GRIM REAPER

“Our most popular head is the
first one we came out with, the
Razortip 100 with 1-3/8 inch cutting
diameter,” Jay Liechty said.
“Bowhunters like it because its tip
combines a hardened steel chisel
point with cutting blades; it is the
best of both worlds. The chisel point
is strong enough to stand up to bone
hits without curling while the cutting
blades serve to open up the hide
quickly to reduce clamping force on
the ferrule and start the cut for the
main blades.

“People also like the fact that
there are no rubber bands or O-rings
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Slick Trick, Grizztrick & Razortrick

Slick Trick got the industry looking at short, compact broadheads back in 2000 with its inter-
locking blade design. That series (at left) grew to include models from 85 to 125 grains, in 1
inch and 1- 1/8 cuts. For 2008 those preferring the traditional cut on contact style are being
offered a Razortrick (at right above). It uses Lutz Solingen blades made in Germany that are
.040 inch thick. The company claims the patent pending Deadbolt blade locking feature
makes the Razortrick as strong as or stronger than one piece three blade heads, but with four
sharper blades that can be replaced or resharpened. Also for 2008 is the new Grizztrick (cen-
ter) which at 1-1/4 inch has the largest cutting diameter Slick Trick has offered.
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to hold the blades forward until
impact. In order to assure that
bowhunters assemble the product
correctly, we are including a quick set
of instructions in the packs this year
that have three bullet-point items
they need to check before they put
the arrow in their quiver.”

“The head with the fastest grow-
ing sales is our Hades fixed-blade
head,” Jay added. “This head is mid-
way between the full size fixed-blade
heads and those that are coming
along now with the ultra small cut-
ting diameter and short blades. We
think the Hades presents an excellent
balance between these two ends; it
produces enough tissue damage for
quick kills and is small enough to fly
well even at high arrow speeds.”

With a mechanical and a fixed
blade head, Grim Reaper has the
bases covered. Both are solid heads
that will translate into solid sales.

ROSS RINEHART
TROPHY RIDGE

“A lot of people still don’t know
that the Rocket line is now part of
the  Trophy Ridge line, which we
purchased under the Bear Archery
brand recently,” said Ross Rinehart.
“So, if someone is buying a Rocket
head, they are buying a Bear Archery
product. The best selling broadhead
we make is the Steelhead. It features
a proven all-steel design that
exhibits superior penetration and
massive tissue damage with its three
blades. The 100-grain broadhead
delivers a 1- 1/8 inch cutting diame-
ter. The 125 grain features a 1-1/4
inch cutting diameter, and both fly
exactly like a field point.”

“The head that is growing the
fastest in sales is our new
Undertaker,” added Ross. “This was
the Piston Point broadhead that we
recently purchased and added to the
Trophy Ridge line, as well. The blades
open from the back forward so they
are fully deployed before they reach
the side of the animal producing the
maximum sized entry hole. The
Undertaker weighs 100 grains and is
streamlined down to .55 inches in
diameter while in flight. This allows it
to fly exactly like a field tip. It utilizes
piston-hammer technology that
guarantee the blades to fully deploy
to their 1-1/2 inch cutting position
for ultimate penetration and maxi-
mized entry wound.”

STEVE TENTLER
TRU-FIRE/SWITCHBLADE

Tru-Fire is entering the broad-
head market this year with a head
that will definitely attract attention in
your shop. The new Switchblade is a
mechanical head whose blades open
from the rear forward. On impact, the
tip section moves back to activate the
blades and force them open. The
blades lock in the open position as
long as the head continues to move
forward. Once it stops moving for-
ward, the blades release so the head
is not barbed. Barbed heads are a big
no-no as they’re illegal in many
states.

There are two reasons why
bowhunters like mechanical heads
that open this way. While there are
always trade-offs and bowhunters
fall into their separate camps, such
heads have the potential to produce
a larger entry hole because the
blades are fully deployed by the time

they reach the animal. 
Second, heads that open from

the rear forward have a lower poten-
tial to deflect or “pole vault” in the
event of an angled hit. While I have
not seen it personally, some
bowhunters tell of mechanical heads
that open from the front rearward
vaulting on impact because the blade
closest to the animal opens first, redi-
recting the arrow’s momentum. As I
said, I have shot many dozens of big
game animals with conventional
mechanical heads and have not seen
this occur, but the potential does
exist. 

Truth be told, Rage has put a lot
of marketing money into making
sure that everyone knows the poten-
tial advantages of a head that deploys
from the rear forward. With that kind
of push, all the other companies
making heads that deploy in a similar
manner also benefit, including Tru-
Fire. That, in itself, is a good enough
reason to give close attention to the
new Switchblade.

CONCLUSION
Broadheads are an emotional

subject among bowhunters. I
remember nearly getting into a fight
years ago in a hunting camp because
one of the guides kept badgering me
about my mechanical heads while
his arrows actually carried a lethal
dose of poison in a pod behind the
blades – a bit hypocritical I thought. I
also have had several very spirited
discussions around the campfire
about broadhead choices. Yet, I have
never been in even one colorful
debate about which bow is better. We
aren’t as viscerally attached to our
bows as we are to our broadheads.

With that said, it is no surprise
that bowhunters are slow to abandon
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their tried-and-true selections. If it
has worked for years and accounted
for a truckload of game, why change?
So, balance is obviously the key to
solid broadhead sales. Maintain
plenty of time-proven favorites while
embracing the fastest growing new
products and you will have a winning
mix that will satisfy all your cus-
tomers while also allowing you to
keep your thumb on the pulse of
change. It is a good formula for suc-
cess with any product line, but espe-
cially when selling broadheads.

Circle 213 on Response Card
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At around 200mph (300 fps) any broadhead becomes a
“wing”. BAT is the first technology that allows you to
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flight on every single arrow you shoot. Now, with no
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every time! It’s a whole new category of broadheads!
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mation on our
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“BAT” technology
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The FALCON: Revolutionary Compact Stainless
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els of accuracy. Center Locking features, new
thicker .027 blades. 85 gr with aluminum insert,

100 gr with stainless. 

The Carbon Tuner: Traditional
Innerloc design including Center Locking

System with new Blade Alignment
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Carbon Tuning Breakthrough
No Heat • No Glue
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At the Kinsey’s Dealer Show, Frank
Bonincontri of Tru-Fire showed us the
broadhead shaped clamshell packaging
the company is trademarking for the new
Switchblade heads. The heads open from
the rear with just 22 ounces of pressure on
the tip, according to President Steve
Tentler. Tru-Fire sells a non-actuating prac-
tice head for use with the Switchblade, in
100 and 125 grains. For 2009 it expects to
add a fixed position head. Broadheads are
a category that should allow Tru-Fire to
grow sales, Tentler said, because unlike the
company’s lifetime-guarantee releases
they are a product that needs replacing.
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